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Abstract— Automobile maintenance is a major area in the 

industry of automobile and also a major income to the 
business. In present, Internal Combustion engine 

maintenance can be stated as a very important section in 

automobile maintenance and the valve lapping process that is 

subjected in this thesis is done during IC engine maintenance. 

The current methods used in most automobile maintenance 

businesses for valve lapping process are not effective and 

consume a lot of working hours. 'Valve lapping Machine for 

Internal Combustion Engines' is a machine designed to 

overcome these problems by minimizing the human 

involvement in the process. The thesis consist of the 

background in designing the machine, methodologies used, 

results obtained by data analysis in order to optimize the 

design and design of the valve lapping machine. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The process involved of achieving good seat, finer surfaces, 

closer fits, correction of minor imperfection and maintaining 

close tolerances between engine valves and the corresponding 

valve seat area in the internal combustion engine cylinder 

head is a task which have to be done very accurately. The 

importance of obtaining a good seat is that the air/fuel 

mixture in petrol engines or air in diesel engines is prevented 

from flowing in to the combustion chamber, same as the 

exhaust gas is prevented from flowing to the exhaust 

manifold from the combustion chamber until the right time. 

And also a good seat prevents compression leaks.  

 The engine will lose its efficiency by huge 
percentages if any of the situations explained above happens. 

So as this is a very important task in IC engine maintenance, 

extra attention is given to this particular task by technicians. 

This process of valve lapping is typically done using a valve 

lapping stick or a power tool. As both of this tools are not 

very effective, these tools can be replaced by the ' Valve 

Lapping Machine for Internal Combustion Engines', 

specifically designed for the process of engine valve lapping. 

The machine employs a fully mechanical and automated 

system which performs two different motions in two 

directions previously performed by hand when using valve 
lapping stick and power tool. Comparatively the valve 

lapping machine is very effective because the human 

involvement is very limited in the process. 

II. OBJECTIVE OF RESEARCH 

1) To reducing the human involvement in the process. 

2) To reduce the labor cost  

3) To reduce effective time from this process. 

III. OVERVIEW PROJECT 

Valve lapping consists of sanding the surfaces of the Valves 

(which enable fuel and air to flow in and exhaust to flow out) 

and the Head (which holds the Camshafts and valves) where 

they come into touch. Applying a Compound Paste (really 
just oil and a fine grade of sand) to the edges of the valves 

and rotating them in their seats on the head accomplishes this, 

which will prevents gases from escaping during the 

compression stroke of your engine and the greater contact 

area allows for more heat dissipation from the valves to the 

head which will prevent burnt valves. The internal 

combustion engine works by obtaining a certain compression 

ratio, which varies from engine to engine, and then 

combusting an air-fuel combination that has been compressed 

to a volume determined by the compression ratio. When air-

fuel mixture leaks through the seats, the volume of the 

mixture changes, and the combustion process becomes 
inaccurate, resulting in a loss in engine productivity. As a 

result, having a totally sealed combustion chamber is critical, 

& valve seating is critical in achieving a fully sealed 

combustion chamber 

 
Fig. 1: Engine Head 

 
Fig. 2: lapped and non-lapped valve 

IV. WORKING PRINCIPLE 

The cylinder head can be initially kept on the machine bed for 

measuring or observing purposes and the bed is designed to 

accommodate a cylinder without any problem. Lapping 
compound is applied to the valve seat before beginning of the 

process. Lapping compound wears surfaces of the valve and 

the valve seat of the cylinder block smoothing both surfaces 

and creating a good seat. Then the plunger of lap stick is 

attached to the valve specimen over the engine head by 

adjusting the stand height as per the requirement .The stand 

required height is locked with the help of nut bolt. When an 
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12 v dc supply is applied to both the dc motor, horizontal 

motor  attached to cam give reciprocating motion to the 

follower which is further connected to vertical motor(2nd 
motor) ,where vertical motor give clockwise and 

anticlockwise  rotation  through spring  loaded valve stick to 

the valve specimen over the engine head. Clockwise and 

anticlockwise 10 second rotation to the 2nd motor is given 

with the help of AURDINO controller circuit which is pre-

program. The speed of the 1st motor can be controlled with 

the help of regulator. During start of lapping there will be 

rough sound created between engine valve seat area and the 

valve specimen, and then at the end of process completion is 

noticed by soft sound between the valve and seat area. 

 
Fig. 3: Working Model. 3D 

 
Fig. 4: Actual Working Mechanism. 

 Components used in working mechanism are 

Machine bed, Cylinder Head Supports, Cam & follower, 
Heavy Duty Dc motor fixing bracket, Machine stand, Tension 

spring, and valve holding piece mounting screw  

 

 

V. COMPONENTS & SPECIFICATIONS 

Following components are required for the fabrication Valve 

lapping machine 

Sr. 

No 
Components Specification Quantity 

1 

High torque 

mini gear 

motor 

12V dc, 20 rpm. 1 

2 
heavy duty dc 

motor 
12V dc, 200 rpm. 1 

3 Tension spring 

Spring dia=20mm, 

pitch=6mm with 10 

coils, Wire dia=3mm. 

1 

4 
Valve grinning 

paste 

2 grade coarse and 

fine 
1 

5 
Valve lapping 

stick 
- 1 

6 Engine head  1 

7 
Controller 

circuit 
Adriano 1 

8 Engine valve - 1 

9 
Voltage 

regulator 
- 1 

10 
Cam & 

Follower 
- 1 

11 Adaptor Output -12v DC 1 

Table 1: List of Components 

 Knowledge of Welding, turning, grinding, and Sheet 

metal working was used to assemble the various components.  

VI. CONCLUSION 

A valve lapping device was installed to eliminate the need for 
manual work. The horizontal movement of cylinder heads has 

been made easier thanks to cylinder head supports. The 

difficulty of vertical height adjustment was handled by using 

an extension component. The torque required for valve 

lapping is handled by a 20 RPM DC motor. The valve lapping 

mechanism was developed as a multi-part assembly to make 

machine maintenance easier. 

 Machine bed, machine stand, cylinder head 

supports, tension spring, and cam structural integrity against 

loads and torques were all fine, and the designs were 

successful. It is necessary to develop in order to monitor the 
valve lapping machine's functioning and effectiveness. 
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